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Greek Rebetiko, Greco-Turkish Rapprochement and
The Decline of Dicbotomies
Daniel Koglin
In this essay I want to explore some of the ways people in Greece and Turkey
today perceive and use the label ‘rebetiko’ which denotes a specific type of Greek
urban folk songs recorded mostly during the first half of the 20th century. While
in Greece the music that is now commonly called rebetiko has always delighted
numerous fans, it has över the past two decades gained in popularity on the opposite side of the Aegean Sea, too. Turkish listeners have, however, not only adopted
the concept of rebetiko, but they have also adapted it to their own cultural environment.
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Rebetiko is commonly said to have been initially a low-life music, created by
and for an urban lü mpen proletariat. Today, however, this very music is in Greece
officially presented as one of the great achievements of Greek civilization, while
people in Turkey tend to perceive it as a product of the Ottoman Empire’s multiethnic culture. What makes its case interesting is that rebetiko has managed to preserve in both societies an aura of marginality: to be elevated to the rank of a
‘national’ cultural treasure while remaining, in a sense, a fringe music that appeals
now above ali to an intellectual elite. Similar cases of the educated classes rediscovering formerly despised local musical idioms and idealizing their ‘marginality’ have
been observed in other Mediterranean societies, too (see Cassia 2000). Yet, rebetiko
shows some peculiarities which make it a case worth examining in detail-all the
more as Turkish and Greek intellectuals rediscover and idealize the marginality of
rebetiko in quite different contexts. In order to understand this constellation we
have to take a quick look back on the recent history of Greco-Turkish relations.

Rebetiko in the post - earthquake era
The endless quarrel between Greece and Turkey has a long history.1 The late
1990s, however, brought a new, moderate political climate indicated by the cordial
relations of İsmail Cem and Yorgos Papandreu, then Foreign Ministers of Turkey
and Greece, which typically enough were celebrated at a legendary rebetiko tavern
during Cem’s visit to Athens in February 2000.2 The relations of both countries
were greatly improved through mutual aid after the disastrous earthquakes in Athens and İstanbul in 1999. As if seemingly shockproof negative stereotypes had
collapsed along with numerous buildings, Greeks and Turks began to view each
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other in a different, more favourable light. The intensifying interest of the Turkish
pubüc in Greek music can thus hardly be surprising, particularly since during the
1990s the musical traditions of ethnic minorities in Turkey like Gypsies, Jews,
Kurds, Armenians and Rum (Greek-Orthodox Christians) had already begun to
enjoy pubüc promotion. It is, in this context, certainly no coincidence that both
the Turkish translation of Gail Holst’s introductory book Road to Rembetika (1975)
and Greek director Kostas Ferıas’ film Rembetiko (1983) became officiaüy available
to the Turkish pubüc in the early 1990s.3
interest in the musical tradition of the other side has also increased among
Greeks, mostly of the younger generation. In the course of my fieldwork in İstanbul in the spring of 2005 I made the acquaintance of four Greeks who had
come to İstanbul in order to study Turkish classical and traditional music. One of
them, a young folk musician from Kalamata (Peloponnese), was taking the ud lessons with a distinguished performer and teacher at the conservatory of the İstanbul
Bilgi University. He told me that three years ago he was about the only Greek student at this department, whereas today there were about ten. The presence of students üke him rose in turn the Turks’ interest in Greek music. During the previous
year, he and two compatriots would play Greek traditional songs from Asia Minör
and the Eastern Aegean several tdmes a week at some music pubs in downtown
İstanbul. They offered a musical experience, he claimed, that was rather novel yet
pleasant for many Turkish audience members.
Greco-Turkish relations have clearly started to get better (Evin 2005, Çarkoğlu
and Kirişçi 2005), but it seems a euphemism to talk about real friendship as both
sides stül feel “a certain strategic anxiety about the other” (Lesser 2001: x) and therefore easily start to feel suspicious. It is, however, not only the poü tical decisionmakers who are to blame for the perpetuation of this psychological cümate. Apart
from aü poütical, economic and miü tary interests, national perceptions and negative
images based on common stereotypes continue to play their part in the persistence
of Greco-Turkish disputes (see Miüas 2004). Keeping this in mind I wiü proceed
to a brief description of the status quo of rebetiko in İstanbul and Athens at the
beginning of the 21st century.
Modern İstanbul is a huge and complex urban conglomeration with more than
thrice as many inhabitants as the Greek Capital where in 2001 about 3.8 milüon citizens were estimated to reşide. Though the Bosporus metropoüs seems to have
always been in a State of cultural multiformity, things have become reaüy intricate
since IstanbuTs opening up to world economy and globaüzed consumption in the
1980s (see Keyder 1999). One should thus expect that Greek rebetiko does not
play a more than marginal role in the city’s üvely mosaic of musical scenes and
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music retailers. Indeed, İstanbul offers a much smaller variety of live performances
and commercial recordings of rebetiko than Athens (which is my place of residence). What is more, rebetiko is not a natural part of people’s everyday lives like
in Greece where many of the people I interviewed remembered listening to rebetiko songs since childhood. I contacted my informants in İstanbul by means of
the csnowball System / A few key persons introduced me to friends and colleagues
who showed interest in my research, and some of them in turn suggested further
informants. This had serious effects on both the amount and the nature of the information I collected. The majority of my informants were more or less familiar
with rebetiko. Many could even sing or play rebetiko melodies by heart. And they
had a similar educational background, being either university students or having
received an academic education. This would, of course, not have happened had I
chosen a random sample. My findings are thus not representative for the society
of İstanbul as a whole; but they facilitate qualitadve comparison with the data I
collected in Athens where most people naturally have a much greater familiarity
with rebetiko.
My Istanbulite informants, Müslim Turks as well as Rum or Rom/, as they are
called in Greek (i.e. Turkish citizens of Greek-Orthodox faith), had become acquainted with rebetiko in a variety of ways. They included ordinary listeners with
a predilection for Greek music, professional as well as amateur musicians, students
of Greek dances, researchers who studied the music of various ethnic groups in
Anatolia, salespersons in record Stores and the owners of a tavern with Greek live
music. But while Greek rebetiko fans of today often amass digitalized editions of
pre-war recordings and, in fact, have to grapple with the problem of oversupply,
most of my Turkish informants knew rebetiko songs rather through reinterpretatdons by contemporary ardsts who are associated mainly with more modern types
of Greek popular music and whose distribution is not restricted to the Greek market but reaches an international public.
Contributors to the public discourse on rebetiko in Turkey remarkably often
emphasize that rebetiko has originated among the Greek-speaking, Christian population of Ottoman port cities like İstanbul, Thessalonica or Smyrna. Consequently, the import of rebetiko-related media (CDs, films, books) from Greece is
perceived in some way as a repatriation. Turkish recipients consider rebetiko both
as a ‘foreign’ (Greek) tradition and a Vernacular’ (Ottoman) musical idiom; a sound
that is exotic and familiar at the same time.
This situation has lead to quite opposite outlooks on rebetiko among musicians
living in İstanbul. The work of buzuki player Orhan Osman, who was born in
Germany and brought up in the Turkish-speaking Müslim community of Komotini
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(Northern Greece), can be labeüed ‘synthetic’ in so far as it blends musical styles
from different geographic and cultural surroundings. His music is an interestingly
complex result of local and global styles which mirrors the experiences of his life
as much as the current trends in Istanbul’s music industry (Stokes 1999). Being
rooted in the Greek buzuki tradition he has developed a personal style by integrating elements from jazz and the musical cultures of Southeast Europe, the Middle
East, India and South America (listen e.g. to Osman 2004). When I interviewed
him in March 2005 he was preparing a concert in London together with a large
troupe in which a whirling dervish, a flamenco dancer, an Indian vocalist and a
Greek rebetiko ensemble pardcipated.
In contrast to the fusion style of Orhan Osman, accordionist Muammer Ketencoğlu’s approach is what I would label analytic and traditionalist. He prefers to
play rebetiko — with his ensemble including two Rum singers and two Turkish instrumentalists — in a 'püre’ manner, i.e. pre-war recordings of rebetiko songs remain
his point of reference. He also edited two CD compiladons of old 78 rpm rebetiko
records from the period 1918-1956 for the record company Kalan Müzik (1994,
1996). Born in Tire near Smyrna, Ketencoğlu was initiated into Greek popular
music at a young age by a Müslim emigrant from Greece who made him listen to
the famous singer Stelios Kazantzidis. In this way he discovered that “the themes
of rebetiko are very close to those of Anatolia; its depth, melancholy and quite
complicated form of expression compared to Western musical forms. It is the
genre that I can most easily understand and identify myself with.”4
In Greece both these principles, the synthetic and the analytic, are put into
practice as well. On one hand, rebetiko has been mixed with globalized musical
idioms. Greek artists like George Pilali (1994) or Stelios Vamvakaris (1995) have
tried the blues. More recently the Athenian band Locomondo released a reggae
version of the well-known rebetiko song Frangosiriani (2005). One the other hand,
these are exceptions to the rule of ‘authentic’ or traditionalistic performances of
older songs, both by rebetiko authorities of today and by myriads of more or less
anonymous professional and amateur groups.
What is the situation concerning ‘authentic’ rebetiko performances in İstanbul
like? I discovered only very few places with live music where rebetiko was the predominant genre to be heard, like in the countless rebetiko taverns one finds in the
Greek Capital.5 One of these places was a luxurious hotel in the Sultanahmet district
near Topkapı Palace. The Greek buzuki player Yannis Saulis, his Turkish wife and
kanun player Görkem and their ensemble presented a rebetiko programme önce
a week at the hotel’s restaurant. The night I went there (on a Wednesday) about
one hundred diners were served dishes and drinks by alert waiters dressed in livery.
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They conversed lively throughout the evening both in Greek and Turkish, but as
the orchestra had electric amplification this did not bother the more attentive listeners. At times a few hands were clapping along with the musicians. Nobody sang
or danced except for a lonely couple who performed a slow waltz—decidedly not a
rebetiko dance. This was a far cry from the moderate but warm ambience and the
informal atmosphere of the typical Greek rebetiko tavern where this music is thought inappropriate for posh hotels and the absence of microphones is often considered a plus. Saulis’ orchestra, too, sounded rather highbrow, as his Turkish fellow
musicians played their instruments vioün, kanun., guitar, ud and darbuka (an oblong
hand dr um) in the distinctly virtuoso style that betrays the graduate of the State

—
conservatory.

—

There were, however, a few other places in İstanbul at which rebetiko was played occasionally: a meyhane (tavern) operated by a Rum family near the Galatasaray
Lyceum, several record Stores on İstiklal Avenue advertising their wares outdoors
through powerful loudspeakers, a concert hail near the Galata Tower where one
could hear apar t from hip-hop, experimental music or lounge jazz every now and
then some Greek buzuki. Both Orhan Osman and Muammer Ketencoğlu performed there at regular intervals.
These places were not accidentally located in the district of Pera (Beyoğlu)
which in its heyday during the 19th century was inhabited by many European merchants, military attaches and embassy offıcials with their families. In Ottoman times
Pera was also famous for its wine bars many of whom were run by citizens of
Christian faith. The non-Muslim inhabitants of Pera are long göne, and in the
1950s the families of rural Müslim immigrants began to inhabit their dilapidated
houses. Yet, remnants and re-creations of a cosmopolitan past can stili be seen
today. Of ali the districts of İstanbul Beyoğlu has probably the highest density of
taverns, cinemas, European embassies, brothels, nightclubs and Christian churches,
partly as a result and partly in spite of large-scale urban renewal projects in the
1980s which aimed at rehabilitadng and modernizing the area (Bartu 1999).

—

—

Joyful grief, nostalgia and the sophistication of rebetiko
There are often striking melodic similarities between Greek rebetiko and Turkish popular songs of the Ottoman era, whereas their lyrics usually differ considerably with regard to style and content. An incident of my fieldwork in İstanbul in
March 2005 may illustrate this. One of my Turkish informants, a French teacher,
received me in his office at the Boğaziçi University. He was not only an amateur
musician, but he also had some friends among the Rum of İstanbul with whom
he occasionally performed rebetiko at informal gatherings. We listened to a 1936
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recording of the rebetiko song Dimitrula by Panayotis Tundas, a composer born
in Smyrna in 1886. My informant recognized the melody immediately and exclaimed it existed with Turkish lyrics, too. It was a song about lovesickness entitled
Entarisi ala benziyor (track 5 of Kudsi Erguner Ensemble 2001). While we listened
to the recording of the rebetiko song I gave him a translation of the Greek lyrics
wherein the male protagonist invites a girl called Dimitrula to spend the evening
with him drinking wine and dancing in a tavern. Compared to the verses of Entarisi
ala benziyor, my informant remarked, the Greek lyrics were quite ‘frivolous / They
talked explicitly about wine and women’s legs in a way highly unusual for a culture
shaped under the authority of the Koran which bans both alcohol and the depiction of the human body.
The data I obtain by means of a survey between November 2004 and July 2005
in Athens and İstanbul suggest that my informant’s opinion has some general validity. On a seven-step semantic differential scale ‘impious—pious’ ranging from 1
to 7, thirty-six Greek rebetiko listeners rated the song Dimitrula as rather ‘pious’
(4.5) whereas eighteen Turkish listeners felt it to be comparatively ‘impious’ (2.8)
on the average. Their judgments can be interpreted as an indication of how much
they regarded this song to be consistent with religious norms.
Furthermore, I asked the same individuals in Athens and İstanbul what kinds
of sensations and associations their own listening to rebetiko songs gave rise to.
Most Turkish and Greek listeners associated rebetiko songs with intense excitement. The songs were described to communicate feelings that could be both negative (sadness, bitterness, sorrow) and positive (happiness, enthusiasm, love or
joy) at the same time. Some Greeks used the oxymoron charmoUpi, which can be
translated as cjoyful grief/ to describe this ambivalent mood and emphasized it was
one of the most characteristic emotional qualities of rebetiko. Both groups of listeners also agreed that, apart from personal feelings, rebetiko songs expressed
communal sentiments and evoked notions of friendship and togetherness among
those listening; and they associated them with revelry, with drinking rakı or wine,
dancing and having a night out.
The vast majority of my informants in both cities further related rebetiko to
social outsiders. They regarded rebetiko songs as descriptions of the feelings and
experiences of poor people living on the margins of Ottoman or, later on, Greek
society up to World War II. The lyrics, they said, revealed these people’s indifference to or even rebellion against conventional middle-class beliefs and social
norms and praised certain forms of behaviour which could even demand the infringement of off ıcial laws, like smoking hashish or gambling. In this respect, rebetiko did not belong to the world of my informants who were ali rather well-to-do
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recipients of higher education. It referred to a completely different setting, far
away from their own in social as weU as historical terms.
As rebetiko is connected with the past, listening to it involved, for many of my
informants in both Athens and İstanbul, feelings of nostalgia, even though the object of longing was a different one for both groups. Greek listeners often stated
that rebetiko songs made them remember happy scenes from their childhood or
their university days, thus rousing a feeling of immense warmth and familiarity in
them. To Istanbulites, on the other hand, rebetiko would conjure up visions of a
more distant past. They associated it explicitly with Ottoman culture. A Turkish guitar and kemençe (fîddle) player, for instance, said he liked rebetiko “ because it reminds
me of the good old times of İstanbul where Turks and Rum were living together
sharing the values of the brilliant culture of the Ottoman Empire.” He was regularly
playing rebetiko with Turkish and Rum musicians, had his own ensemble of contemporary Turkish classical music and had also participated in the recording sessions
for the albüm Külhanı Ş arkılar (1994) by the popular group Yeni Türk ü that contained
some of his own translations of rebetiko songs into Turkish. My consultant’s view
on Ottoman society might be called romantic because the Empire’s Capital, where
ethnic and religious groups were kept separate by the Müslim authorities, seemed
never to have effected the development of a truly pan-ethnic or ‘Ottoman’ cultural
identity (Eldem 1999). Nevertheless, to him rebetiko had önce been created out of
a humane, cosmopoütan spirit which later on would fail victim to nationalism.
Listeners who identified themselves with what they perceived as the multiculturalism of Ottoman society realized, of course, how wide the gap was that separated
them from this idealized past. “I love rebetiko songs,” the aforementioned French
teacher said to me, “because they remind me of a bitter history across the Aegean
starting on the Eastern shores, ending in the West [he refers to the population
exchange between Greece and Turkey after the Greco-Turkish War 1919—1922].
And I regret being a member of the suppressing and ruling majority on this side. A
great culture has been swept off the surface of Anatolia and I believe it’s a great
loss for the whole mankind. And the songs perfectly reflect the bitterness of this
tragic phenomenon, even when they seem to be joyful” (my own emphasis). Rebetiko is an equivocal music, at ö nce bitter and joyful, exotic and familiar, that links
up East and West while also serving as a means of keeping them apart. It is a bygone
tradition which nevertheless is highly topical in our era of post-nationalism where
the Greco-Turkish rapprochement is reinforced by a worldwide decay of the economic and political sovereignty of nation-states. Due to its equivocalness rebetiko
continues to play a unifying role in the relations of both countries. In short, rebetiko
is a music that does not refer to only one side of the proverbial coin.

—
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Another aspect of this equivocalness is what I cali the ‘sophistication’ of rebetiko, not in terms of a refined musical or poetic quality but of its ideological connotations. Rebetiko differs essentially from genres like tango, jazz, flamenco, fado
and even the blues which, too, began as firinge musics but have grown into internationally recognized forms of art. Rebetiko, on the contrary, has only selectively
inspired composers or performers of so-called serious music. It could not develop
as a whole towards a more elaborate style in terms of artistic noblesse without losing its identity. A striking example is the case of the virtuoso Greek buzuki player
Manolis Chiotis (1920-1970). He has become a heroic figüre in the mythology of
rebetiko for he is believed to have introduced the fourth string to the buzuki, applied a rapid guitar-like playing technique and enriched the rhythmic, melodic and
harmonic structure of his songs with elements from Latin-American popular music
and jazz. The point is that these very initiatives (which instantly made numerous
epigones step in) are often said to have entailed the ‘death’ of rebetiko as a genre:
“Chiotis turned everything upside down by making the three-stringed buzuki into
a four-stringed one.”6 (Yeremanis 2000). Rebetiko apparendy ceases to be ‘rebetiko’
as soon as its performance deviates from certain traditional standards, abandoning
its unrefined sound of social marginality.
It is not the musical texture of rebetiko songs that has changed in essence during the second half of the 20th century, but rather the kind of marginality they
symbolize. No longer do they represent the disobedient social underdog’s philosophy of life, but the world view of a nonconformist intellectual elite. From the
mid-1960s onwards, student members of Greek leftist youth organizations began
to rediscover the last living and nearly forgotten musicians of pre-war rebetiko and
became their new admirers. They found “a tremendous authenticity” (Yeoryiadis
2005: 27) in the old rebetiko songs which was absent from many of the poems
popular composers like Mikis Theodorakis or Manos Chatzidakis were setting to
music in those days. Fearing rebetiko’s ability to unify people, the military regime
that ruled Greece from 1967 to 1974 initially tried to prevent its public dissemination. However, the prohibitive measures finally had a catalytic effect on the rebetiko
revival. More and more young dissidents were attracted to these ‘forbidden’ and
therefore ‘anti-regime’ songs. In the 1970s and 1980s, when the revival was in full
swing, they supplied the market with a snowballing community of amateur musicians. Until today rebetiko is an almost obligatory part of the life of Greek students—whereas the so-called ‘working classes’ prefer to be entertained with
contemporary genres of Greek and foreign popular music. Rebetiko today seems
to belong to an intellectual minority rather than to a socio-cultural one.
It seems as though the same applied to İstanbul, albeit on a smaller scale. During
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my fieldwork I was introduced to members of three different student ensembles
that specialized on the music of diverse ethnic minorities within Turkey, including
what they called ‘rebetiko* (i.e. urban folk songs of the Rum). Furthermore, certain
leftist circles in both countries feel a noticeable affinity with this genre although
rebetiko lyrics do usually not contain statements that lend themselves to the direct
transmission of progressive political messages. Two radlo stations in Athens and
İstanbul that broadcast regular programmes dedicated exclusively to rebetiko both
belong to the Left: the non-commercial Turkish Açık Radyo and the Athens-based
Aristera sta FM which is affiliated to the Greek Communist Party. The festival of
the Greek Communist Youth (KNE) which takes place each year on the campus
of the University of Athens regularly features prominent rebetiko singers. Last not
least, the record company Kalan Mü ik in İstanbul which produced two CD anthologies of old rebetiko recordings (1994; 1996) represents a similar political orientation. In Turkey, the Kalan label has a legendary repute due to its releases of a
great variety of albums dedicated to the music of ethnic minorities, especially that
of Kurdish epic singers (aşı&) which has become associated with leftist politics.
It would, of course, be a hyperbole to say rebetiko was truly popular in Turkey
because the general run of people is ignorant of, or indifferent towards, this type
of music. It is members of the educated few who embrace the music of the Rum
along with that of Kurds, Sephardic Jews and Armenians. In this respect, rebetiko
has become a marginal phenomenon in a double sense, for it refers to both socially
or ethnically stigmatized groups of the past and to small intellectual circles in the
present. Again, the ambivalent nature of rebetiko prevails against ali efforts to assign the genre to one side of a dichotomy intended to separate popular from learned culture.
And yet, it isn’t a matter of course that the intelligentsia conferred such honour
on rebetiko. Över a long period, many advocates of learned culture-regardless of
their political convictions had denied that rebetiko had anything to do with civilizatdon, never tiring of condemning it as mean, corrupting, criminal, Asiatic* or otherwise marginal in a derogatory sense. It was a neuralgic reaction to its enormous
popularity in interwar Greece that compelled persons of letters like the Istanbulborn pianist and music critdc Sofla Spanudi, one of the earliest and most ardent
accusers of rebetiko, to publicly warn against these ‘low, vulgar and earthy * songs
from Anatolia which would “drag the art of music down to the filthiest levels of
obscene musical writing” (Sofla 1934)

—

^

—

—

Conclusion
I have attempted to demonstrate how certain cultural images and stereotypes
influence the ways rebetiko is performed, perceived and discussed in Greece and
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Turkey at the beginning of the 21st century. One of my main points has been that
rebetiko functions in both societies in an equivalent manner, especially with regard
to the sophistication of rebetiko and the feeling of nostalgia it arouses today
among intellectual elites. While in the past opinion-leaders on both sides of the
Aegean had regarded (or disregarded) rebetiko as the despicable music of certain
ethnic, religious or social groups, nowadays it is deemed to represent a past polyphonic society where differences in modes of living and thinking were also voiced
through music. Though rebetiko fans of today do not suffer want in terms of
prestige or income themselves, they utilize what they perceive as the social outcast’s
straightforward, untamed musical language to express their own disapproval of
the current cultural mainstream. An air of insubordination — which is directed against the material and ideological hegemony of ‘the West’ and its local governmental
supporters—makes rebetiko attractive to people in both countries who believe it to
offer a relief of the conformity caused by modern mass entertainment. And paradoxical though it may sound, this rebellious attitude secures also a lasting market
value, which is one of the eternal contradictions of protest culture within capitalist
societies.7 Asking what the label 'rebetiko’ means for Greek and Turkish listeners
has lead me more often than not to ambiguous answers. I consider this equivocalness of rebetiko to be a basic quality which enables educated audiences in Athens
and İstanbul to identify themselves with a low-life music of yesterday. Listening
to rebetiko they experience an amalgamation of being familiar yet different, of
past and present, of joy and sorrow, of bawdy words and lofty thoughts, finally of
nonconformity and mass production. It is a minority phenomenon in an age when
discussing such phenomena has become a fashionable pursuit. It telis tales of the
‘good old times’ in an essentially pre-capitalist, pluralistic society whose supposedly
humane attitudes distinguished it from our era of globalization; stili, it is exactly
such labels as ‘unconventional,’ ‘underground’ or ‘multicultural’ that guarantee rebetiko’s present commercial success. I am not alone in recognizing that rebetiko is
a dazzling but dubious concept. The music that is thus labelled has probably throughout its entire history been developing simultaneously on various sub-, superand intercultural levels-to apply Slobin’s (1993) useful analytic terms-constandy
transcending their boundaries. And it has on ali these levels been used both to exclude or stigmatize and to unify people. This is what our case implies, at least for
the present; the case of rebetiko in İstanbul where a multinational music industry,
the Greek-Orthodox heritage, the detente of Greco-Turkish relations and a growing weariness of nationalistic historiography ali contributed to a renewed interest
in this musical tradition.
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By way of conclusion, let me suggest that the one thing rebetiko does indeed
resist is our own attempts at its categorization. It is a not only but also music. A
music never consistent with any defınition-and therefore ‘rebellious’ in its own
way: by raising doubts, provoking questions; not by promising Solutions. Power as
well as resistance to it have so far chiefly been defkıed in binary oppositions like
rulers ruled, backward-progresşive, left rRight, east—west, capitalism communism, local—global. But in a world where many of the established nonconformist
master theories have lost their powers of persuasion, to be truly critical perhaps
means to part with the great dichotomies which for such a long time have guided
dissident thinking.

—

—

—

1 For detailed accounts and analyses of the Greco-Turkish relations in the 20th century
see Çarkoğlu and Rubin (2005) , Aydın and Ifantis (2004), Keridis and Triantaphyllou
(2002), Yiallourides and Tsakonas (2001), Alexandris et al. (1991) and Constas (1991).
2. As reported in the Turkish daily Milliyet, 6 February 2000,
http://www.milliyet.com.tr / 2000 / 02/06 / dunya / dun02.html (accessed on 24 December 2009).
3. The Greek word Q£JMSTIKO can be transcribed phonetically in two ways: ‘rebetiko’ and
‘rembetiko.’ I prefer the fırst way because the Greek pronunciatdon of the ‘m’ in the
composite sound / mb / is much weaker and shorter than that of an English speaker,
often verging on inaudibility.
4. From an interview in the Turkish newspaper Ziya Özışık, published in November
2002, wlıich is quoted in fiili length on Ketencoğlu’s personal website < http://www.muammerketencoglu.com >.
5. In Greece, rebetiko is usually performed in a tavern setting, that is, the audience should have the opportunity to sit at tables in small groups, to chat, drink, possibly eat,
dance and sing along with the music (although rebetiko concerts, in a strİct sense, are
no rarity nowadays). The 2003 issues of Athens’ two most popular city magazines listed
70 different taverns where rebetiko was - on two or more days a week at least an important part of a live music programme. The estimated number of unknown cases is
probably much higher.
6. Music journalist Panos Yeramanis in his article “H KO[x 6ı r)ç xr]ç 7iev ıocç” [Buzuki
chic], Difono 57, June 2000: 112-17, on the elegant way of dressing and the new performance aesthetics of rebetiko musicians in the 1950s which reflected the social as
well as the technological developments of the time.
7. The only reliable information I could obtain was from the sales manager of a huge
record store in downtown Athens wlıich offered an exceptionally broad range of ali
kinds of Greek and foreign music. In February 2005 there were about 8,500 different
titles of compact discs with Greek music available, 202 or 2.4% of them being classified
as ‘rebetiko.’ The amount of rebetiko CDs sold in 2004, however, made up 7% of the
overall sales in the Greek music sector, which means that the sales rate for rebetiko
CDs is above the average.
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